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Manufacturers of luxury cabinet hardware since 1929

Lighting

TIMELESS ELEGANCE MEETS
CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
Micucci Interiors offers an exclusive range of designer home accessories, lighting
and fine art. Although the company specialises in accessories, Micucci sometimes
incorporates very special and unique pieces into the collection, resulting in an eclectic
mix rather than a uniform style. The Micucci designers travel around Europe and the rest
of the world to source exciting new pieces that are often added to its collections. Micucci
Interiors allows you to add interesting pieces to your interiors, teaming the elegant
with the unusual. Design choices are dictated by spontaneous attraction to shapes
and colours, as much as knowledge of design. The team draws its inspiration from
famous designers and artists from around the world, which helps Micucci put together
the ranges of carefully curated pieces. Explore the Micucci lighting collection, which
is created by hand, a one-piece-at-a-time process that involves careful and attentive
dedication to delivering a high-quality product. Choose from table lamps to pendant
lights, and from floor lamps to wall lights, which are all suitable for both commercial and
residential projects. Most of the pieces are currently in stock and available for immediate
dispatch. Bespoke designs and custom finishes are available on request.
0203 0265 930 | contact@micucci.co.uk | www.micucci.co.uk | @micucci_interiors

SEVILLE RANGE BY HERITAGE BRASS
Heritage Brass, the well-established brand of M Marcus Ltd., a major UK

ranges such as this and the Verona Range, which features Matt Bronze plates

manufacturer of solid brass architectural hardware and wiring accessories

with Antique Brass inserts, have proved to be an increasingly popular choice

has launched its Seville Range. This year has seen the introduction of several

in residential and high end hospitality design. The twist of combining a plate

combination ranges from M Marcus. The latest offering, the Seville Range, pairs

with a contrasting or complementing insert creates an eye catching and unique

Polished Brass inserts with a luxuriously silky Gloss White finish. Created by

product which enables design continuity by highlighting multiple finishes

applying high quality paint to solid brass plates and sealing with a high gloss

within the interior. When installed, it is evident that the smallest details in the

lacquer, the Seville Range offers a charming combination of finishes echoing the

décor scheme have been considered. Heritage Brass’s electrical range boast

timeless elegance of marble and gold. If a more contemporary look is desired,

16 unique finishes and an extensive array of plate styles. +44 (0)1384 247 845

the Seville Range is also available with Polished Chrome inserts. Combination

electsales@m-marcus.com | www.m-marcus.com
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